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1. Introduction: 
In an early paper full of original ideas, 0. Hanner (1] obtained a 
decomposition for a mean-continuous, purely non deterministic, weakly 
stationary stochastic process depending on a continuous time parameter. 
Such a representation had already been derived by K. Karhune:n in his 
1947 paper (2) and is now generally known by his name. The interest of 
Harmer's work arises from the fact that his method is based on a time-
domain analysis of the process itself and is entirely free of spectral 
considerations. In recent years, in the light of the extensive development 
of multivariate stationary processes, it has appeared desirable to 
separate the time-domain analysis from spectral studies, and interest in 
the former has revived. As an example, we mention the paper of P. Masani 
and J. Robertson [3] whose approach considers the discretized process 
corresponding to the given continuous one and makes essential use of the 
Cayley transform associated with the unitary group of the process. The 
extension of this method to (finite dimensional) multivariate stationary 
processes has been carried out by J. Robertson in his thesis [4]. Ha.nner's 
paper, nevertheless, has remained an isolated piece of work. We propose 
to show in this paper that a proper modification of Hanner's arguments 
reveals its intimate connection with the notion of multiplicity of a 
stochastic process. In fact, it will appear that the essence of the matter 
is to show that the self-adjoint operator A whose resolution of identity 
(r.o.i.) {E(t)) is determined by the process is cyclic, i.e. has multi-
plicity one. The study of the multiplicity theory of second order, in 
general non-stationary, stochastic processes has been introduced by T. Hida 
[5] (who applied them to Gaussian processes) and by H. Cramer ([6], [7]), 
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-but its application to weakly stationary processes has not been adequately 
explored. 
The interest of this approach to Hanner's work is not only methodo-
logical since it indicates that the true extension of his method to the 
multidimensional case lies in the study of multiplicity theory. We have 
undertaken such a study in another paper in which using these ideas we are 
able to study the corresponding time domain problems for a large class of 
infinite dimensional stationary processes. 
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2. Relation between the Karhunen representation and multiplicity. 
Let xt(-oo < t < co) be a one dimensional (complex valued) weakly 
stationary (w.s.) process with mean assumed zero and satisfying the 
following assumptions (A): 
A -(i). 
A -(ii). 
xt is purely non deterministic, and 
xt is continuous in quadratic mean. 
Following [1] let L2(x) be the Hilbert space of the process {xt}' and let 
L2(x;a) =@(xt, t ~ a} where (s'( ... ) denote the closed linear subspace 
of t 2 (x) spanned by the set of random variables in{ ••• ). We shall also 
write L2(x;a,b) = L2(x;b)9 L2(x;a) (a~ b) • As we proceed further, 
whenever necessary, we shall draw on Hanner's notation and also on some of 
the notation and terminology of [5]. 
The following representation was obtained in [2] for a w.s. process 
{xt} satisfying (A). 
t 
xt = I G(u-t)df (u) 
-co 
where g is a homogeneous random set function, i.e., a random set function 
with the property 
µ being Lebesgue measure and .61 , .62 any two sets of fini~e µ measure; 
=(s{ g(.6), _6 (-co,t]} for every t and 
0 
.Ji G(u) I 2 dµ(u) is finite. 
-co 
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It has been shown by Hida in [5] that every second order process 
(xt) satisfying (A) and not necessarily stationary has the representation 
(2.2) 
where (i) (E(u)} (-~ < u <~)is the resolution of the identity determined 
by the projection operator with range L2 (x;u), (ii) N is the multiplicity 
of xt (N may be finite or ro ), (iii) f(n) (n = l, .•• ,N) are elements 
of t 2 (x) with the following properties: (a) the processes Zn(.6.) = E(.6.)f(n) 
have orthogonal increments and are mutually orthogonal, (b) the variance 
function of Z (.6.) is given by p ( )(.6.) where p ( )(.6.) = I jE(.6.)f(n)I j2 , 
n f n . f n 
(c) Pf(l) >> Pf( 2) >> ... >>.pf(N) , (d) Fn(t, ·) is square integrable with 
N -+co 
respect to p (n), and (e) L J I Fn 2 ( t ,u) I dp(u) < "". lbe representation 
f h=l -oo f (n) 
(2.2) can be chosen so as to satisfy 
N 
(2.3) L2 (x;t) = L ~ L2 (zn;t) for each t. 
n=l 
It is convenient at this point to recall some of the terminology of i;. 
multiplicity theory in a separable Hilbert space H. We shall introduce 
just those ideas that will be used in this paper. Let A be any self-adjoint 
operator with spectral measure function E( ·). For any element f of H let 
p be the finite measure on the Borel sets of the line given by 
f 
p (.6.) = I IE(A)fl 1~. The family of all finite measures on the line is 
f 
divided into equivalence classes by the relation of equivalence between 
measures (equivalence here means mutual absolute continuity). If pis used 
-4-
to denote the equivalence class to which the measure p belongs, p will 
f 
be called the spectral type off with respect to A. pis also referred 
to as the spectral type belonging to A. If elements f and g are such 
that pf = p , they obviously have the same spectral type p. g We shall 
say that the spectral type p dominates the spectral type a (p > a, or a< p) 
if any {and thus every) measure belonging to a is absolutely continuous with 
respect to any measure belonging to P· panda are said to be independent 
spectral types if for any spectral type v such that v < p and v <awe 
have v = O. An element f is said to be of maximal spectral type p {with 
respect to A) if for every gin H, Pg<< pf. The subspace 
@tE(.6.)f,.6. over all finite intervals1 is called the cyclic subspace with 
respect to A generated by f. If this space coincides with H, A is said to 
be cyclic and f is called a cyclic or generating element of A. A has 
multiplicity one in this case. Also, if f is a generating element of A 
then it is of maximal spectral type with respect to A. The spectral type 
of a generating element of A is referred to as the spectral type of A. 
The reader is referred to the article by A. I. Plessner and V. A. Roblin 
[8] for further details. 
The following result gives the relationship between the Karhunen 
representation (2.1) and the multiplicity of {xt}, i.e. the multiplicity 
N of the self adjoint operator A. Comparing (2.1) with (2.2) it might 
seem obvious that N = 1. Although this is true and we shall give a proof 
of it below, it should be noted that in the representation (2.1) the 
function e has for its variance function the Lebesgue measureµ, so that 
it is not possible to write ~(u) = E(u)f {for all u) for some fin 
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Proposition. The xt- process has the Karhunen representation if and 
only if in the representation (2.2) N = 1 and pf(l) .s µ. 
The statement N = 1 and pf(l) = µ is, of course, equivalent to s4ying 
that the operator A is cyclic with spectral type equivalent to Lebesgue 
measure. The "only if" part of the above proposition makes possible an 
alternative purely "time-domain" proof of the Karhunen representation. 
This, in fact, is the idea that is implicit in Hanner's method as we propose 
to show in the next section. We need the following useful fact. 
LeIIDila 1: If xt is a w.s. process, satisfying assumption A -(ii), then for 
any element feL2(x) Pf<<µ . 
Proof: Let{~) (-~ < h <+~),be the strongly continuous unitary group 
of the xt- process ([2] (p.55)). We recall from [1] that for every h, and 
any t real, we have 
(2.4) ,iE(t-h) = E(t)~. 
Now pf(.6-h) = I IE(.6-h)£1 I~ where .6-h={u-hlue.6) and A is a Borel 
measurable set. Therefore, by (2.4) pf(1:::,.-h) = I IE(1:::,.)Thfl 12 • By strong 
continuity of the group, 
pt<.6-h) ~ pf(A) as h -> O • 
The assertation of the lennna is now an innnediate consequence of a theorem 
due to N. Wiener and R. C. Young (see [9], p.91). 
~ of the Proposition. 
Necessity: By a property of the Karhunen representation and property (2.3) of 
n 
representation (2.2),we have 12(x:t)=J..Je:O = Lt:eL2 (zn:t) for all t. Hence, n=l 
(see Doob [10], p: :425:·428) Z (t) "f \ (t,u)dg(u). But {Z {t),-~< t < +~) 
n n n 
. -~ 
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being a process with orthogonal increments we have h ( t , u) independent of 
n 
t; i.e., z (t) =J\ (u)ds(u). 
n n 
- 00 
We thus have by mutual orthogonality of Z ' s for n J 1 
n ' 
EZn(t)z1(t) = J \1(v) hn(v) dµ(v) = O for all t. 
-00 
This implies 
(2.5) 
Define, 
for n = 1,2 , ... ,N. 
By (2.5) µ{s 1 /""\ Sn}= O and hence by lemma 2 .1 pf(n)(s 1 1"'\ Sn)= 0 
for all n. C C Clearly, pf(l)(s 1) = 0 and pf(n)(Sn) = 0 , and therefore, 
( C C) by maximality of pf( l)' pf(n) s 1 v Sn = 0 for all n ,/; 1. Thus we obtain 
pf(n) = 0 for n ,/; 1, giving N = 1 since L2 (x)- ,/; {O} . Now by (2.2 ) 
L2 (s;t) = L2 (z1;t); i.e., s(t) = j\(u)dZ,(v) 
- 00 
Ther efore, for every 
measurable set t:,. µ(t:,.) = Gls(6) j2 = J jv(u) l2 dp ( l)(u). Thi s a long with 
. !::,. f 
with lemma 1.1 implies that p (l) = µ . 
f 
Sufficiency : Suppose N = 1 and that f i s a gene rat ing element of 
A. Let us denote by p/h) (t:,.) = IIE(t:,. )Thfjj 2 for t:,. measurable in ( - oo,t] . 
Clearly. by generating property off 
= f +00r (h,u )dE(u )f, giving E(t:,. )Thf = J r (h,u)dE(u)f. 
- 00 !::,. 
Also , 
(2 .6)' dE(u)Thf = r(h,u)dE(u)f. 
This implies that p~h) << pf ~or 
J-
.d (h) :,-
all h and r ( h , u) =[ d:; ( u)] i . Where 
-7-
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pf denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of pf(h) 
dpf pf. Again, from 
the fact that f is a generating element and x0eL2 (x), one has 
x O = J: F(O,u)c!E(u)f with J_ °:2 (0,u)dpf.{u) < 00 
and therefore, 
(2.7) 
Now, since pf 5 µ, we can define an orthogonal random set functions, by, 
(2.8) 1 jdP~-½ . · E(A). = A ~µ J c!E(u)f, 
having Lebesgue measure as its variance function. Inverting (2.7) we 
obtain 
(2.9) [
dpf J ½ 
dE(u)f = dµ (u~ ds(u). 
From (2.6) and (2.9), we can write (2.7) as 
I t dp(t) ½ (2.10) ·Xt = _,. F(O,u-t). ;. df(u). 
However, in view of (2.4) 
p~t)(D.) = pf(D.-t) 
dp~t) dpf 
and therefore dµ (u) = dµ (u-t) for all u and t. If we define 
fc1Pf ]½ 
G( u-t) = F( O, u-t) ~µ ( u-t)J , (2 .10) has the form (2 .1), since by 
(2.3), (2.8) and (2.9) it follows that L2 (x:t) = L2(Z;t) = L2(s:t). 
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-3. The operator.!_ and its spectral type. 
In this section we shall closely examine Hanner's arguments and 
modify them to show directly that the operator A has multiplicity one and 
spectral type p = µ . It is convenient to first study the operator A 
on L
2
(x;a,b}. Since {E(u) -co< u < + 00) is the resolution of the identity 
of A, every subspace of the type E(I)L2 (x), where I is any interval, 
reduces the operation A. Let AI denote the reduced operator. It will 
be shown (Theorem 1) that AI has multiplicity one with Z(I,!>} defined by 
Hanner ([1], p. 166) for its generating element. We shall write 
g b = Z(I b ) • 
a a 
Let us recall the definition of Z(Iab ) ; 
(3.1) 
where zeL2(x:O,u} for u > O, A< a-u, and B>b. Proposition C of [1] 
shows that Z(I b ) .can be chosen so that r r Z(I b) 11 2 = (b-a) • Now, if 
a a 
a< o: < f3 ~ b, we have 
Z(I~) = {E(f3) - E(o:)}g: 
If we consider further, the resolution of identity {Eb(u)} (where 
a 
b Ea (u) = E(u)(E(b)-E(a)) a< u ~ b) corresponding to A1(I = (a,b]), then 
L
2 
( Z ; a , b) = { Z ( Io:f3) I a < 0: < f3 ~ b} = { ( E b ( f3 ) - E b ( o:) ) g b , a < o: < f3 ~ b) • 
a a a 
Also, by the properties of the homogeneous orthogonal random set function 
Z, proved in [1], it is ea~y to deduce that 
p b(~) = µ1 (~) where µ 1 (~) = µ(~ (a,b]) . 
ga 
Theorem 1. If thew. s. process x satisfies (A) then for every interval 
t 
(a,b] and fort such that a< t ~ b, 
(3 .2) i t b b Proj ( )x = K(u-t)dE (u)g L2 x;a,b t a a a 
b 
, wheref IK(u-t) l2 dµ(u) <"' . 
a 
-9-
-Remark: 
(a) 
(b) 
Since L2(x;a,b) = (S(ProJL2
(x:a,b) xt, a< t ~ b) one deduces 
from (3.2), 
( ) r· .... ( b ( ) .b ( ] ) . L2 x;a,b = tS Ea 6 ga, 6 a,b ; i.e., AI is cyclic. 
The spectral-type of AI is equivalent to µ1 . 
We shall present the proof in a number of lemmas. The first of 
these, stated below, reduces the problem from an arbitrary interval as 
stated in (3.2) to an interval of the type (c,O]. 
Lemma 1. If for any t(c < t ~ 0, c < 0) 
(3.3) J t o o Jo = K(u-t)dE (u)g , where_ IK(u-t) j 2 dµ < oo, . C C C C 
then (3.2) holds for any interval (a,b]. 
Proof: Let us assume that (3.3) holds, then putting c = a-b, we have 
f t O 0 Proj ( ) x = K(u-t)dE (u)g L2 x;c,O t c c c a - b < t ~ 0. 
This can be rewritten as, 
(3.4) J.t O 0 T_b ProjL2 (x:a,b) Tb xt = K(u-t)dE (u)g . a-b C C 
Since a - b < t ~ 0, T = t + b € (a, b]; further, from [ 1], ( p. 163 and 167) 
we have 0 0 Tb E (u)g C C Therefore (3.4) yields 
! T b b ProjL2(x:a,b) x,..;- :-= K(u-T)dEa (u)ga . a 
we obtain for~€ (a,b] 
b J IK(u-T) l2 dµ(u) < oo • 
a 
-10-
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Let us now set xt = ProjL
2
(x;c,O) xt and 
"' ( 1) = Proj 
xt 
A 
0( ) 0 )) 0 X {(E ~ - E (a g' C <a~~~ O} t C C C 
Since 
jz(I~)j 2 * O, it easily follows that ;~l) f O. Further, from the definition 
of i~ l), we have 
(1) Jo o o , Jo (3.5) x0 = K(u)dEc(u),g:.<;(·· ) _ _-~ where IK(u~ l2 dµ(u) < 00 • C C · 
Now,·we first obtain a representiti6~ of type (3.3) for ~(l) c < t ~ 0. / t 
Lemma 2: For c < t ~ 0, 
(1) Jt o o Jo xt = K(u-t)dEC(u)gc' .where IK(u-t)l 2 dµ(u) < 00 
C · C 
Proof: Form (3.5), it suffices ~o prove that 
A(l) A(l) Tt x0 = xt , for in that case, 
(1) (1) Jo o t Jt o t -
xt = Tt XO = K(u)dEC(u+t)gc+t = tK(u-t)dEC(u)gc+t 
C c+ 
f t O t = _ K(u-t)dE (u)g • C c+t C 
Also, it is clear that E0 (u)gt t = EO(u) {gc t + gt}= EO(u)gt . 
C c+ C c+ C . C C 
(1) J t O t . Hence, x = K(u-t)dE (u)g . However, for c < u ~ t, 
t C C 
C 
o o o {t o} o t t }o o t E (u}g = E (u~ g + g = E (u)g + E(u) - E(c) g = E (u)g . C C C C t C C t C C 
Thus, we have 
A(l) 
X = t J t O 0 K(u-t)dE (u}g C C C 
Now fort, such that c < t ~ O, 
-11-
-... 
= Proj@{t_+t , c < 0: ~- l3 ~ 0L_ Xt 
o:+t 'J i.e., 
(3,6) Tt i~l) = Pro.i<s'{la:, c + t <a:;; t3:, t} it . 
However, 5{la:, c + t <a:, t3:, c}, being a subspace of L2 (x;c}, is ortho-
gonal to xt for c < t ~ 0. Therefore 
(3.7) A(l) • {A. }A Tt x0 = ProJ@ g~, c < o: ~ 13 ~ ~ xt • 
Also, since t ~ 0 and from the fact proved in [1] (p. 170) viz., 
xt ..L (s{g~, t < a :, t3 :;; o} , we have 
Proj@{la: ' c < a :, t3 :;; t} it 
= Proj@{g~, c <a:;; t3:;; t} trojL2(x:O)xt - ProjL2(x:c)xJ 
Thus 
(3.8) for C < t ~ 0 
From (3.7) and (3.8), it follows that 
for C < t ~ 0. 
A A ..._(l) We now prove yt = xt - xt = 0 for c < t ~ O. We recall here the 
definition x~l) = PL (Z)xt from [l] (p. 170). It can be easily seen that 
2 
-12-
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y = ProjL ( (1). O) xt(l) for c < t ~ 0. Also as proved in [1], t 2 X ,c, 
{x~1), -oo < t < + oo} is aw. s. process satisfying (A). Hence, proceeding 
with y exactly as we did with x, we obtain for c < t ~ O, 
t t 
A A( 1) A 
y = y + z t t t 
A 
where Z - oo < t < + oo 
t 
is orthogonal to 
L (x(l)) + L (y(l)) and 
2 2 
f t 0 y?) = K' (u-t)dE' (u)g~' C C 
t 
with 1 K' 2 (u-t)dµ(u} < 00 
C 
'0 
and E (u) 
C 
' ' ' . ' 
= E (u)[E (0) - E (c}], where {E {u) - oo < u < + oo} denotes 
the r.o.i. in L2(x(l)) given by projections onto L2 (x(l):u)o Furthermore, 
•b ' b g = Z ( I y as in [ 1 ] ( p .172 ) • 
a a 
Now, x = x(l) + yt(l) + Z and by definitions of random variables 
t t t 
b ' b Z(I ) and Z (I ), we have 
a a 
(3°9} (5{~, C <a~~~ 0), ·(s{g;:, c <a~~ ~ O}(.L2 (x:c,O){ = L2(~:c,O)} o 
The rest of the reasoning follows very closely the concluding arguments of 
Proposition D of [1]. Consid~r the element, 
j O , o o Jo o• o• w = K (u-s)dE (u)g - K(u-s)dE (u)g for s ~ c o S C C C C 
s s 
0 
Then w
8 
is well-defined because J IK' (u-s} l2 dµ(u) < 00 and 
s 
Jo , · Jo o Jo o• o IK (u-s)l 2 dµ(u) < oo and K'{u-s)dEc ~ K(u-s)dEc(u)gc' as they s s s 
A(l) 
are in mutually orthogonal subspace. Also Tt x0 ~ O. By definitions 
0 O' 
of g and g 
C C 
I lw8 112 = J0 1K'(u-s}l 2 dµ(u) +j 0 jK(u-s)l 2 dµ(u) 
s s 
0 · 0 
s =: c j IK' (u-c) )2 dµ(u) + j IK(u- ) j2 dµ(u) ~ I lx(l) 11 2 > Oo 
C C 0 
-13-
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Hence we can chose ans such that ws :4:, 0 . (3 .9) implies ws E L2 (x ; c,O) . 
If we now show that ws _l xt for c < t ~ 0 , we a rrive a t a cont radiction . 
But, in fact, for all t such that c < t ~ 0 
Ews xt = J \ ' (u-s ) K(u - t)dµ -f \ ' ( u-t ) K( u-s )dµ( u) = 0 , since for 
s s 
s > t the equation is obvious . Thus y =O. We summerize these assertions 
t 
in the following l emma : 
Lemma 3: For all t , (c < t ~ 0). 
,-.(1) " 
X = X t t 
The p~oof of theore m 1 now follows immed i a t e ly f r om lemmas 3 .1, 3.2 and 3.3 . 
Now let I.= (a .,b. ] ( j = 1,2, ••• ) be di sjoint finite intervals 
J J J 
whose un ion is the real line . Then the s ubspaces L2 (x : a.,b. ) reduce A and J J 
we know, from the r emarks after theorem 1, that the reduced operators~ -
J 
a r e all cyc lic and that the spectral type p . of A1 _ i s equivalent to J J 
It i s f urther easy to verify that the p . ' s are independent s pect r a l types . 
J 
For, let j and m be arbitrary ( j J m) and suppose that o is a meas ure whose 
I. 
spec tral type is dominated by both p . and p • For al l k J j s inceµ J ( Ik) = 0 
J m 
we have o(Ik ) = O. 
Hence o = 0. 
But o( I. ) is a lso equal to zero since µIm( I. ) = O. 
J J 
Asse mbling all the a bove facts togeth er we find that we have a repre.-
sentation of A as the orthogona l sum of cycl i c ope rators A , whose corres -
I. 
J 
ponding s pectr a l types p . a r e independent . 
J 
It t hen fo llows i mmediately, t hat 
( [8] p. 152) A itself is cyclic, i . e . has multiplicity one . 
We need one more fact before we are r eady to obtain our final r esult . 
Since A i s cyclic it has a genera ting element say , f . From Lemma 2. 1 , 
pf<<µ . We have a l so shown, in the discuss ion preceding Theorem 1 that 
-14-
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I 
p b = µ 
ga 
Since the spectral type of pf is maximal it follows that µ1 << p!, 
where p!(~) = pf(I,,~). This being true for every interval I = (a,b], we 
have µ << pf. Thus pf s µ. 
Theorem 2: The self-adjoint operator A of a weakly sta~ionary, continuous 
in quadratic mean, purely non-deterministic process xt is cyclic and has 
a spectral type that is equivalent to Lebesgue measureo Furthermore the 
xt-process has a Karhunen representation. 
The last. <Statement of the theorem follows from the proposition proved in 
Section 2. 
-15-
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